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EXERCÍCIOS COMPLEMENTARES I I                          
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ALUNO(A): __________________________________________________ SÉRIE: 8° ANO

Data para entrega:  ____/____/2012

1. Unscramble the words to form questions. 

a) arrived /friends /your /were /club/what /at /the /you /when /doing/?/

______________________________________________________________

b) at /was / yesterday/ eleven/ she/ doing/ what /?/

________________________________________________________________

c) on /morning /were /Friday /doing /you /what /?/

________________________________________________________________

2. Write these people were doing yesterday at 3 o’clock.

         Stella and Lorenzo- study     /     Will- swim       /       Sean- ride      /    

                                    Karen, Antônio and Mario- Wash.

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

3. Match the columns.

______ Where did you go?                   A) She took a book.

______ What were they doing?             B) yes, she is an excellent dancer.

______ What are you reading?              C) Francis was.

______ What did she take?                   D) I went to Dallas.

______ Was she dancing?                     E) I’m reading a Geography book.

______ Were you late?                         F) Not very. Just ten minutes.

______ Who was talking pictures?         G) They were studying Geography.

4. Complete the sentences using the verbs in parentheses in the correct verb tense.

a) I was reading a book when you ________(arrive).

b) Jennifer ________(cook) when you called her.

c) Carlo was studying when I ______ (cut) my finger.

d) When you broke the vase , they ________(watch).



5. Make the sentences negative form.

a) We’re drinking milk._________________________

b) She goes to school by car.__________________________

c) They’re very hungry.______________________

d) Melissa bought a beautiful skirt._____________________

6. Write questions for these answers.

a) _______________________________?

There are two cans.

b) ________________________________?

No, there aren’t any.

c) ________________________________?

I watchet tv.

d) ________________________________?

I bought a dozen eggs.

7. Choose the correct alternative.

A) I need to buy ______ water.

a) some          b) any            c) a

B) Is there ________ mayonnaise in the fridge?

a) some          b) any             c) a

C) I saw a ______ of juice on the table.

a) bag            b) cartoon       c) box

D) ________cereal do you want a lot?

a) How many        b) How much         c) Whose 

8. Write the text using some verbs in Simple Past, some, any, how many and how much.

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________



9. Change the sentences exercise number 5 to interrogative form.

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

10. Answers these sentences exercise number 9.

_____________________________________? 

___________________________________?

______________________________________? 

____________________________________?

______________________________________?


